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The topicof science policy is discussed. Part 1, an overview,examinestheproblem of defining terms,
as well as detailhrg a short history of US science policy. Five science-plicy scholars are queried
on various aspects, including why science policy is an important subject and the influence of science
policy on the academic research system.

Probably everyone who is a Current
Contents@ readeris familiar with the phrase
“science policy. ” We all have, no doubt,
some vague notions about what it is and what
it does. But what, precisely, is wience pol-
icy, and how does it influence the conduct
of aeienee?

Recently, we spoke with five eminent
scholars on this broad topic and asked them
their views on various issues concerning sci-
ence policy: Harvey Brooks, J .F. Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard Uttiversi-
ty, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Maurice
Goldsmith, Internatiorud Science Policy
Foundation, London, UK; Jurgen
Schrnandt, LBJ School of Public Affairs,
University of Texas, Austin; Craig Sinclair,
Advanced Studies Institute, North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, BrnsseIs, Be@tm; and
John Gibbons, congressional Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, Washington, DC.

Wence Policy: Definition, Importance

To begin with, the term’ ‘science policy”
is not easy to define. Indeai, in Webster ‘s,
the word “policy” has 16 definitions. The
most applicable definitions are “prudence
or wisdom in the management of public and
private affairs...; a definite course or method
of action selected (ss by a government, in-
stitution, group, or individual) from among
alternatives and in the light of given condi-

tions to guide and usually determine present
and future decisions...; a projected program
consisting of desired objectives and the
means to achieve them ....” 1

The deftitions seem simple enough, and
if you add the word science to the last one,
it would be “a projected science program
consisting of desired objectives and the
means to achieve them. ” But it doesn’t quite
work out that way.

Marty publications combine “science
policy” with “technology policy. ” (Because
of the widespread usage that includes
technology with science policy, we follow
this practice here.) What is more, some in-
terpret the phrase as being more encompass-
ing-including innovation and productivity.
Others see the term as describing the activity
of legislating science and technology. We
went through many journals and books on
science policy, and most authors have their
own, singular interpretationa of the subject.
For example, according to Richard Barke,
Department of Political Science, Universi-
ty of Houston, Texas, one definition of sci-
ence and technology policy is “a gover-
nmentalcourse of action intended to support,
apply, or reguIate scientific knowledge or
tedmological innovation.”2

However, as we found out from discuss-
ing the topic with our five experts, science
policy is interpreted differently by each au-
thority-demonstrating the breadth of opin-
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ion as well as the descriptive difficulties of
the subject. Their comments are interspersed
throughout the two parts of this essay.

Q: What, in your view, constitutes sci-
enceltechnology polky ? U%yis it fm impor-
tant subject ?

Brooks: I interpret science policy broadly
to include both the’ ‘planning and program-
ming of public science and technology in-
vestment” and the use of scientific informa-
tion and knowledge for the formation of
public policy which is not in the first in-
stance scientific. That’s a fairly broad defi-
nition, but I think both aspects are equally
important. Of course, there’s a certain
amount of overlap between them, because
the programming of public science and tech-
nology is certairdy ittlluenced by public-pol-
icy requirements, as in the regulation of tox-
ic chemicals, and so on ... . There is hardly
a public-policy issue today that doesn’t in-
volve at least some dimension of science and
technology. 3

Goldrmith: What we ‘ve got to understand
is that science plicy is what the government
of the day wants science and technology to
do. If one doesn’t grasp that, one is really
spreading an illusion &ause there’s no such
thing as science policy in the abstract. Sci-
ence and technology policy is important be-
cause no country-whether First, Second,
or Third World-can envisage any develop
ment without the wise application of science
and technology. We’ve reached the stage at
which the word “industry” needs to be add-
ed to the phrase “science and technology
policy ”.... This indicates clearly what has
happened within the past two decades-that
is, a more obvious MC between science and
technology and industrial development .. . . I
don’t know [ofl any country that has a clear-
ly defined science-policy system. 4

Schmandt: Science/technology policy con-
siders the various impacts of science and
technology on tradhional as well as new pol-
icy issues. It’s important because the con-
tribution of science and technology to all

spheres of life is so central. In a narrower
sense, science policy deals with public sup-
port of science and tedmology.s

Sinclair: Science policy effectively came
about when scientific research particularly,
but scientific education as well, started to
cost appreciable sums of money. And that
was just after World War 11... . Science pol-
icy was, pretty well, decisions about how
government should fund science in general
and in what terms. The fwst stage . . .was
maybe 10 years, longer for some countries,
less for others, after the war, when science
policy was about building up the infrastmc-
ture for science—education, building and
equipping laboratories, and so on. The sec-
ond stage was in the mid- 1950s, early
1960s, when science, having established it-
self as a relatively costly part of government
activities and becoming of more importanw
to industry, started widening out to include
decisions that were made for science but
were affecting other decisions in other areas
of government concern, such as defense and
the environment. I think we are in a third
phase where.. expansion in funds for
science has stopped, and we’re entering a
kind of steady state. Also, the edges between
science, applied science, and technology are
becoming quite blurred.b

Gibbons: I believe science policy reflects a
national conviction that science and its prod-
ucts so insure our economic future and our
security, as well as the fhrdter enlightenment
of the human adventure, that they merit de-
velopment of national goals ad commitment
to long-term sustained support. Science pol-
icy derives from a historical, cultural view-
point-a national commitment established by
our forefathers: science is something we
should do, and support, and enjoy as a
people.7

Science/technology policy may make the
most sense if you think in terms of the ad-
visory process to those in charge of national
governments, specifically, the president in
the US. Most discussions of science/tech-
nology policies take place in national capi-—. —.—.
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tals-they deal with how much money var-
ious sectors of the science community should
have. As with all things on the federal lev-
el, you have the long-range view (decades
hence) in conflict with the here-and-now re-
ality. This is well expressed by Rodney W.
Nichols, executive vice president, The
Rockefeller University. New York. “Par-
adoxically, science p&y is often long range
in outlook and yet oriented toward year-to-
year progress in the sciences themselves.
Science policy often lacks the muscle that
grows from exercises in political and eco-
nomic reality .. . . Improved technology pol-
icies are crucial for the nation’s economic
fiture. ”8

US Science/Technology Policy:
A Synoptic History

Perhaps one of the reasons a definition of
science policy is so hard to pin down is that
it is a relatively recent phenomenon in de-
cision making. According to Schmandt, sci-
ence policy became an important responsi-
bility of the federal government during
World War 11.gThis is not to say there was
not some form of science policy before the
war; 10 rather, the 1940s were the water-
shed of a focused, massive mobilization of
science and technology, as well as the com-
ing together of two pluralistic institu-
tions—governmental agencies and universi-
ties—for a common gord. Some illuminat-
ing statistics concerning prewar fedemf re-
search mentioned by Brooks are that

in 1938 about 40 percent of all federally
supported research was provided by the
Department of Agriculture, while by
1962, agricultural research constituted
only 1.6 percent [in 1988, the figure has
not changsd much—see Figure 1]. .. . In
the late 1930s substantially all federally
supported research was performed “in-
house. ” Even the NACA (Nationrd Ad-
visory Committee on Aeronautics) [estab-
lished in 1915], which in many ways rep-
resented a foretaste of the pstwar pattern
of research, was about 98 percent intra-
mural. By the 1960s only 14 percent of
federally supported research was per-
formed in-house,.., II

A pivotal event in US wiencekeehnology
policy was the now-classic report on science
in the postwar world, delivered in July
1945 to President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Science: i% Errdless Frontier. 12The report
was authored by Vannevar Bush, then dirw-
tor of the Office of Scientific Research and
Development, Washington, DC, and head
of the wartime scientific effort. The report
Wi@ thatOrganizedexploration of the un-
known, if supported by the federal gover-
nment,could bring both intellectual adven-
ture and rich economic rewards to the na-
tion. 13

The gearing-up resulting from US in-
volvement in the war effort took the form
of the government contracting for brain-
power, knowledge, and know-how from
universities and industry, thus establishing
a productive division of labor between pub-
lic and private institutions. The results were
profound: weapons, military strategy, and
the conduct of foreign relations were radical-
ly altered. Decision making at high levels
of the federal government kcame dependent
on scientific information, and the methods
of science, in turn, began to be applied to
the process of decision making itself.g Dur-
ing the war era and immediately afterward,
several science-policy-oriented institutions
were chartered, among them the National
Defense Research Commitke (1940), the
Oftlce of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment (194 1), and the Atomic Energy Com-
mission (1947). Table 1 is a selected chro-
nology of events and science-policy
organizations.

The next phase of US science policy, dur-
ing the 1950s, was largely influenced by
American perceptions of the USSR. In the
early part of the decade, a large’ ‘cold war”
arms buildup was initiated to guard against
the spread of Soviet-style socialism. To
achieve this, science was given new status
as an attribute of world power-a sign of the
nation’s international standing (most visibly
through military hardware, but rdso in bio-
medical research and improved innovation
and growth in the production sector of
the economy). The effect of Bush’s report
had by this time been assimilated-according

—..
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Table 1: Institutions and eventa in the r~ent history of US science pnlicy.

war mobilization National Defense Research Committee (1940)
Offme of Scientific Research mrd Development (1941)
Vannevsr Bush–Science; 7?Ie .Endess Frontier (1945)
Office of Naval Research (1946)
Atomic Energy Commission (1947)
Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and Development (1947)
National Institutes of Hedtb (ea. 1950)

cold war arms buildup National Scienm Foundation (1950)
Special Assistant to the President for Science and Technology (1957)
President’s Science Advisory Committee (1957-1973) (19% )

Sputnik (1957) National Aeronautics and Space Administration (1958)
Oftice of Science and Tccfmology (1%2)
Office of Technology Assessment (1972)
Office of the Presidential Science Advisor abnlished (1973)

antitechnology movement Of?ice of Scieme and Technology Policy (1975)
National Science and Technology PoSicy, organization, and Priorities Act

(1976)
push to private fundirg of Committee on Internationzd Science, Engimcring and Technology (1985)

nomdefense reaearch~
emphasis on miSitmy
strength and international
competitiveness

to Schmandt, “Federal support for re-
search and development was now accepted
Policy. ”g

The USSR’s launching of the first artifi-
cial satellite in 1957 was a shock, and the
perception that highly showcased prowess
of American science was shaken. From then
on, the level and quality of the nation’s sci-
entific and technological efforts were seen
by beth policyrnakers and taxpaying citizens
as the advance-guard response to the per-
ceived Soviet superiority. As a result there
was an influx of federal dollars for tie edu-
cation of future scientists. Scientific advice
was presented at the presidential level by the
Spxial Assistant to the President for ~lence
and Technology (1957), the President’s Sci-
ence Advisory Committee (established in
1951 but given access to the Oval Ofilce in
1957), the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (1958), and the Office of
Science and Technology (1%2).

Three major events of the 1960s and early
1970s that had an effect on science policy
were Apollo 11, the Vietnam conflict, and
acrimonious debates about antiballistic mis-
siles and the supersonic transport during
Richard M. Nixon’s administration. The
myth of Soviet technical and scientific su-
periority was exploded. The very frontier

of American technology was perceived as
a large, negative force of social change.
Shortly before the Watergate politicrd scam
dal became public, and responding to what
he perceived as unacceptable leaks, Presi-
dent Nixon abolished the science-policy ma-
chinery in the White House and terminated
the post of Presidential Science Advisor.

Once Watergate faded from the headlines,
science policy gradually reemerged as a cun-
cern of the federal government. At first, at-
tention focused on an energy crisis, irscreas-
ing dependence on imported raw materials,
and deteriorating economic perfomwmce at
home and abroad. The Office of Technolo-
gy Assessment (created in 1972)became lid-
Iy utilized by the Congress; the Office of
Science and Technology, abolished under
Nixon, was reestablished in 1975 (and re-
named the Office of Science and Technolo-
gy Policy). This reestablishment was con-
comitant with the passing by Congress of
the National Science and Technology Policy,
Organization, and Priorities Act, in 1976.

In the 1980s, under the irdlueme of
Ronald Reagan’s administration, funding for
science and technology was kreased , chief-
ly in the nilhary R&D sector (especially the
Strategic Defense Initiative [SDU). There
was a modest increase in basic research, but
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a cutback of publicly supported applied
R&D related to civilian technology, espe-
cially demonstration programs in the De-
partment of Energy.3 Such civilian-oriented
funding was largely taken up by the states
(42 states have projects involving universi-
ty-industry collaboration, with emphasis on
applied science14).

During the last year, there has been a pro-
liferation of proposals for major govemmen-
taf initiatives in science and technology.
However, due largely to the federal deficit,
the fiscal base for such initiatives is steadi-
ly shrinking, and, as a result, there is a po-
larization and politicizing of the scientific
Commutity .

Gibbons: Science, after the successes in
World War II, became the Holy Grail-it
was going to provide the way out of all our
social dilemmas. We experienced art un-
healthful optimism in the 1950s and 1960s
but evenhmlly came to an understanding
that, while science has a lot to offer, it can’t
provide everything.

Now there is a fight between “big sci-
ence’ ‘—the large-capital items-and’ ‘little
science. ‘‘ “Big science’ ‘—the su~rcon-
ducting supercollider, the mapping of the
human genome, the Hubble Space Telescope
for space science—requires big funds. On
top of all the so-called “little science” (e.g.,
solid-state physics, basic chemistry, and bi-
ology) that we’re doing, the total bill comes
to more than we can afford to pay. In order
to do the big science, which garners the
popularity of large constituencies, we tend
to rob little science. We’re finding fights
even within the scientific community on ac-
count of it . . . . Resolving this dilemma will
require close cooperation between the exec-
utive and legislative branches; we have to
pare our shopping list, but that means that
something-and probably something impor-
tant-gets left off. That’s the essence of the
big debate about science [that is] now oc-
ctm-ing between the Congress and the ad-
ministration .. . . Each branch wants to hold
some science projects hostage to a balanced
budget. Science policy has been swept up
into our problem of deficit spending. 7

During the Reagan administration, with
all the emphasis on cutting deficits, tecfmol-
ogy policy commonly has been connected
with science policy. Discussed by itself,
technology policy is widely interpreted as
imovation and productivity-aspects in-
fluencing the economy. During the Reagan
administration, the emphasis has been on
“strategic” projects: large, multifaceted ef-
forts such as superconductivity, SDI, and
spacetlight. Other aspects of technology pol-
icy that are no less important have not been
implemented. An example is the 1980 Ste-
venson-Wydler Technology Imovation Act
that was passed by Congress. Its purpose
was to enhance further industrial innovation
by stimulating technology transfer and the
diffusion of industrial technologies. 15The
act’s nonimplementation left the states to at-
tempt something on their own.

Recent emphasis has been on high tech-
nology. According to J. Rees, Department
of Gtmgraphy, University of North Caro-
lina, Greensboro, and R. Bradley, Florida
Advisory Council on Intergovernmental Re-
lations, Tallahassee:

Becauw the goat of further economic
growth was to be achieved largely by en-
couraging the development of high-texh-
nology complexes, the new initiatives by
state and local governments could be in-
terpreted as a grass roots industrial policy
with a strong bhs towards sectorspoaac.ss-
ing a high scienceand technologycontent.
What this amounted to at the state level
was a rrtaniage of sa”encepdicy to in&s-
trtd poficy, directly encouragingresearch
activities related to the goal of increaaexl
productivity-growth, and regarding eco-
nomic development as a precondition for
social progress. 15

These efforts resulted in the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) Engineering Re-
search Centers, as well as indigenous pro-
grams, including the Advanced Technology
Development Center, Atlanta, Georgia (in-
stituted in 1981); and the Metropolitan Cen-
ter for High Technology, Detroit, Michigan
(1982).

How has this 40-year period of evolving
concepts of science policy and changing at-
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thudes about the role of government in ftmd-
ing research affected scientists?

Intknce of Science Policy on Academic
Research, and the Role of the Scientist

Science/technology policy, when imple-
mented, directly or indirectly affects re-
searchers and science administrators in aca-
demia. I believe that these very same peo-
ple should be able to affect science policy
as well. According to Nichols, “Power over
resources entails responsibility and public
accountability. Influential advisers have su-
perior knowledge about only the technical
components of a policy issue. An open ad-
visory process must tolerate, nay, encour-
age, dissent, and then ultimately give way to
political resolution about policy and
resources.”s

As a general rule, those in the science pro-
fession are apoliticrd. However, scien-
tists-whether researchers or administra-
tors—have an obligation, as members of the
public, to exercise their right to affect the
policy-making process. We discussed this
and related topics with our five experts.

Q: What are your major concerns about the
injluence of science policy on the academic
research system ? What part does the aca-
demic scientist play in dejining science pol-
icy today?

Schrnandr.’Let me talk to the middle part of
the question. I’m not so sure that the aca-
demic segment of the science-policy system
is really that important in setting the
science-policy agenda, except for the ad-
visory role that some prominent members
of the academic community have played and
are likely to play in the future. I don’t see
that the academic community should play a
large role in the future. This is because
science policy has become apart of what you
might call mainstream policy rather than a
sideline, which it was for a good number
of decades when it first came to the forefront
after World War 11. Now that has
changed-it is part of mainstream policies.
The first part of the question .. . . What I see
right now is the possibly negative impact

of science policy developments on the
academic sectors of the commercialization
of some of the applied research within the
universities.s

Brooks: I think there is always the danger
that short-term social and economic goals
will tend to drive the system to a degree
which prevents it from really advancing in
an optimum manner. The anrdogy I like to
use is climbing a mountain-that going up
the face of the cliff may not always be the
best way to get to the top of the mountain
most efficiently and rapidly .. . . The academ-
ic research system is primarily an opportu-
nity-driven system. And it should be . . . . I
think it’s really a distortion of priorities
towards short-term gords as defined by the
currently fashionable formulation of social
problems that is of concern . . . The most
important part the academic scientists
play—as well as other scientists, but prin-
cipally academic scientists—is in the peer
evaluation of research proposals in the proj-
ect grant system and in helping to define the
priorities of the overaU system. Sitting in on
National Institutes of Health study groups,
NSF advisory panels, refereeing papem and
journals, and so on all contribute to this
ongoing agenda-setting process. I think that
is the most important role of the academic
scientists

Sinclair: To put it in a nutshell, the fact that
politicians have relatively short horizons and
academic research has relatively long ones
means that there’s a kind of tension between
the scientist in the university who wants to
follow a long-term, basic-science strategy
and the government, who has to fund it and
wonders why it should W a lot of academ-
ics who are sitting around drinking tea or,
in America, coffee. I think the second thing
that affects science in the universities is this
whole business between defense spending
and secret work, if you like, and the whole
notion of the open, normal academic
science.

Another aspect that is relevant to the sci-
entist is that science is in transition
now—physics, chemistty, math. All the old
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divisions are now breaking up and you’re
having biochemisby, biophysics, molecular
biology, biotechnology ... . So the old fund-
ing categories and old teaching categories
are not so applicable to the main thrusts in
basic science or in applied science at the mo-
ment, and I think that is causing some re-
adjustment within the universities .. . . In
Europe at least, the role of the academic
scientist is less than I would think it is in
the States. But I think some of the American
mechanisms, such as the National Research
Council [and the] NSF, are stronger than
[those] in the UK, in Europe .. . . I think that,
if academic scientists want to play a role,
they are going to have to learn to be politi-
cians a bit and enter into the burly-burly of
the political system. That’s hard-to remain
an academic and do that.b

Gibbons: Until 1980-1981, the federal gov-
ernment divided its research dollars pretty
evenly between projects rationalized for de-
fense reasons and other projects-the pure
science and nondefense opportunities. Now,
two-thirds or more of our federal research
dollars flow into defense areas [see Fig-
ure 1]. My concern for the academic enter-
prise is that we may be unduly influencing
students and professors to work on essen-
tially defense-related projects .. . . I think the
shifting ratio of defense versus civilian sec-
tor research inescapably is going to impact
to some degree on the academic enterprise.
And 1 say unduly influencing. Because that
old saw—that defense R&D spending spins
out and feeds the civilian economy-is def-
initely debatable. Nowadays, many reputa-
ble experts argue the reverse.

Should academics help define the policy
and the research agenda? They certainly
have a role to play, but I don’t think they’re
the only actors. People in not-for-profit re-
search institutions and people in the com-
mercial and industrial sectors should certain-
ly have some voice .. . . Yes, academics con-
stitute very important committees in the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, for instance,
and they testify on the Hill, they go in and
out of government, but a much broader set
of participants now defines and shapes sci-

Figure 1:Estimated19SSUS obligationsfor R&D,
by major departments asKI agencies, Figures are from
the Office of Management and Budget,

Defense (66%)

NIH (11%)

ence and technology policy than perhaps we
had 10 or 20 years ago.T

Goldsmith: Science policy has two aspects:
one, as understood by politicians in gover-
nment;two, as understood by their scientists
and representative organizations. Gover-
nmentin the Western world today is con-
cerned with ensuring a return on investment.
Which means, in effect, that although every-
one recognizes that basic research is impor-
tant-it’s regarded as the seed com from
which all future growth must come—gov-
ernments insist on the influence of the mar-
ket-led ezonomic system. What that means
for the way in which the scientific commu-
Nty can influence science policy is a difficult
question because this situation is now pos-
ing basic problems to the scientific commu-
nity on how it must act in the future to sur-
vive. I mean literally to survive. For exam-
ple, I believe scientists must now take into
account the cost-effectiveness of their work.
In the health services, cost-effectiveness is
accepted as a valid management tool. The
underlying fact is that as demands continue
to be made by the scientific community for
more resources, it becomes essential for sci-
entists to develop the necessary techniques
and new institutions without which the ex-
cellence of science will come to be in
danger.

So, the answer to this question abut in-
fluencing science policy will come to be
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based upon a recognition of the fact that
we ‘re beginning to live in a new era for sci-
ence, and this new era demands new think-
ing .. . . When you ask the scientific commu-
Nty about the allocations, you find that’ ‘for
every PhD there is art equal and contending
PhD, ” so that you get, even among the
physicists, a violent discussion on whether
high-energy [physics] shouldn’t raeive
more money, as against another field of
physics research. Or, you will get the biol-
ogists as a group, screaming their heads off
that too much money is devoted to, say,
high-energy particle physics. The politician
cannot intervene because he just really
doesn’t understand what is going on, and his
role is to ensure that there is a payoff for
the monies that are invested-the payoff be-
ing either in new applications or in the pro-
duction of the appropriate new scientists and
technologists, who are regarded as being im-
portant for future development. It’s not a di-
rect opposition, but it’s the politician who
is the key person. And the scientific com-
munity is divided.q

As I stated previously, science policy is
concerned with advice to the chief executive:
who gives it, whether the president listens
to it, and how it is implemented. Even with
all the anecdotes and divergent viewpoints
of those involved in science policy in the last
~ years, one observation of mine is worth

noting. For any policy to work, it needs in-
put from those it will affect: scientists and
all citizens.

Conclusion

This necessarily brief overview of some
of the issues of science/technology policy
displays a maddening characteristic of the
subject—it eludes a unifying framework.
There is a chronology of events and institu-
tions, but the science policy of an era de-
pends on the quality of scientific advice and
the willingness of the administration to act.
Besides that, the field is almost anecdotal.
According to Joseph Haberer, Department
of Political Science, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Irdiana, “To a considerable
degree, we still have a body of literature in

~*16 Ha~rer wrote that insearch of a field.
1977, and it’s just as true today.

Next, in Part 2, we’ll look at topics con-
cerning international science policy. Some
of the issues to be covered include the ef-
fe3s of US Science/technology policy on the
rest of the world, US policy versus Soviet
policy, and today’s most important sci-
ence-policy questions worldwide.

*****

My thanks to C.J. Fiscus and Peter
Pesavento for their help in the preparation
of this essay. z,% [Sl
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